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Friday 28
th
 April 2017 

Dear Parents/Carers, 
 

We hope that you enjoyed a restful Easter holiday and are ready for an exciting Summer Term! Thank you 
for the kind Easter gifts which we received. Class 5 have had an excellent first week back at school, delving 
into Shakespeare’s Macbeth, learning about air resistance and gravity with our paper helicopter 
investigation, beginning our unit of gymnastics, evaluating our Kodu computer games, starting our new class 
book ‘The Runaway Troll’, as well as lots of maths, R.E., reading and this morning’s church service! It is hard 
to believe that it has only been five days. 
 

This term’s topic is titled ‘Fantastic Forces’, which will be a science-based unit exploring the physics of 
different kinds of forces. We will be learning about gravity, friction, air resistance and pulleys and levers and 
this will be done primarily through exciting practical lessons with the pupils leading their learning through 
questioning, reflection, reasoning and higher-order thinking. Thank you for your contributions of two-litre 
drinks bottles and large plastic milk flagons – please keep them coming in!  
 

In Maths, we will continue to focus on number in lessons from Monday – Wednesday, problem-solving on a 
Thursday and shape/space/measure on Fridays. English units will include classic fiction (Shakespeare), 
poetry and non-fiction related to our science topic. Daily guided reading sessions will involve all groups 
studying short texts, working with the teacher at least once a week and completing spelling tasks. Mrs Kelly 
will continue to update the class blog to let you know about our R.E. learning this term. 
 

Home Learning 
Pupils in Class 5 are expected to read at home on a daily basis. They should be keeping a record of their 
books in the Reading Records which were handed to them in the Autumn Term. These should be brought in 
to school on Fridays for Mrs Kelly to check. Children will also continue to receive weekly lists of spelling 
words on a Wednesday via the class blog (these will be the focus words which pupils work on during 
reading sessions) and will need to learn these in preparation for their dictation test on Mondays. 
 

Pupils will also continue to be set weekly activities to complete on MyMaths to help reinforce their 
learning in class. These activities will be set on a Wednesday, to be completed by the following Wednesday. 
If your child has any difficulties accessing their online maths homework, please do contact us. 
 

Please keep an eye on the Class 5 Blog on the school website, which is regularly updated with information, 
photographs and the Learner of the Week. The project homework for the May half-term will also be posted 
via the Blog. 
 

P.E. 
P.E. will continue to be on Thursdays - please ensure your child has suitable P.E kit for both indoor and 
outdoor wear. In addition, the pupils will also be taking part in gymnastics on a Wednesday for the first half 
of the Summer Term and will need their kit for this.  
 

Reminders 
Can we please remind you that we cannot give out any party invitations, sweets chocolate etc. We ask that 
you are considerate of the children and staff with allergies and make a special request that you avoid putting 
nuts or oranges/satsumas in lunchboxes. Snacks for playtime should be healthy, e.g. fresh fruit or 
vegetables and snacks will continue to be available for purchase at the Tuck Shop on Fridays. Toys, trading 
cards etc. are not permitted in school. 
 

Thank you for your continued support as we look forward to a successful final term in Class 5. 
 

Kind regards, 
 

Mr Croutear & Mrs Kelly 


